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ABSTRACT 
Petrology and Mineralogy of Tertiary Volcanic Rocks 
in the Vicinity of the Rozel Hills 
and Black Mountain, 
Box Elder County, Utah 
by 
Elizabeth R. Greenman, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1982 
Major Professor: Dr. Donald W. Fiesinger 
Department: Geology 
viii 
Two basalt flows and an andesite fissure eruption occur in the 
Rozel Hills - Black Mountain area in Box Elder County, Utah. Both 
basalt flows are aphanitic, and contain olivine, plagioclase, augite, 
and opaque oxides. They may be distinguished both chemically and on 
the basis of their textures. Unit 2 basalt is finer grained, and 
appears to be associated with a fault in the Black Mountain area. 
Chemically, it is similar to high-iron lavas in the Craters of the 
Moon, Idaho area. It has higher alkali, total iron, and titanium 
contents that Unit 1 basalt. Unit 1 basalt is similar to other 
tholeiitic basalts in the Basin and Range province. It is 
coarser-grained and has higher silicon, magnesium, aluminum, and 
calcium contents than Unit 2 basalt. While the basalts have 
characteristics of alkali-olivine basalts, such as absence of 
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calcium-poor pyroxene, and a high alkali to silica ratio, both units 
are hypersthene- and olivine-nonnative and classified as olivine 
tholeiites. Subsurface basalt in the area appears to represent both 
lava types, but extensive alteration makes comparison difficult. 
Andesite from the area is aphanitic, and contains plagioclase, 
orthop yro xene, and opaque oxides. 
Temperatures of equilibration calculated from co-existing 
magnetite and ilmenite range f rom 1148°C to 745°C for basalt. 
Temperatures calculated from co-existing olivine and clinopyroxene 
range from 1009°C to 994°C. 
While the two basalt units cannot be related by fractional 
crystallization at surface conditions, some parent - daughter 
relations are likely within each unit, and the andesite is most 
likel y a differentiation product of Unit 1 basalt. 
Partial melting of pyrolite and spinel lherzolite mantle 
compositions to produce Unit 1 and Unit 2 basalts was investigated. 
Since no unique temperature and pressure of equilbration for these 
melts and residu~l material from each mantle type was found, it is 
concluded that partial melting of a mantle of pyrolite or spinel 
lherzolite composition did not produce these lavas. 
Unit 2 basalt may be derived from Unit 1 basalt by 
fractionation of high pressure (8 kb) phases. This mechanism, 
similar to that proposed for the Craters of the Moon - Snake River 
Plain system, may account for an evolved basalt (Unit 2) with a 
lower silica content than a less differentiated basalt (Unit 1). 
(75 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
General Statement 
The Rozel Hills - Black Mountain area lies on the north shore 
of the Great Salt Lake west of the Promontory Range. It is 
characterized by interbedded basalt and limestone of Tertiary age, 
which form cuestas and low-lying, basalt-capped hills with a general 
northwesterly trend. Sediments of Lake Bonneville fill valleys 
between cuestas and overlie Tertiary units. General structure and 
the extent of outcrops have been determined previously during 
exploration for oil and water in the area (Slentz and Eardley, 1956; 
Eardley, 1963). 
Subsurface volcanic units of a nearby offshore area are under 
investigation by Amoco Oil Company in conjunction with exploration 
for oil in the area. Two of five wells drilled by Amoco, State of 
Utah D #1 and West Rozel #2, have recovered significant amounts of 
oil from a fractured volcanic flow rock (basalt) reservoir. 
Although this oil is heavy, thick, and sulfurous, and the wells have 
been temporarily closed in, the group of wells is designated the 
Rozel Point Field. 
Purpose of Investigation 
The objectives of this study are: (1) to determine the extent 
of outcrop and general structural relationships of surface volcanic 
rocks in the Rozel Hills - Black Mountain area; (2) to determine the 
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chemical and mineralogical characteristics of surface and subsurface 
volcanic rocks in the Rozel Hills - Black Mountain area; (3) to 
compare chemical and mineralogical characteristics of surface and 
subsurface samples; (4) to compare the basalts of the study area 
with those of the Snake River Plain; (5) to determine the 
petrogenesis of surface and subsurface units, evaluating models of 
differentiation; and (6) to compare models of genesis for surface 
and subsurface units with data on the Snake River Plain. 
Location and Accessibility 
The study area (Figure 1) is located on the north shore of the 
Great Salt Lake, approximately 30 miles west of Corinne, Utah, and 
10 miles southwest of the Golden Spike National Historic Site. The 
area is accessible from the east along Utah Route 83, and by dirt 
and gravel roads south of the Golden Spike Site. All outcrops are 
accessible by ranch roads for a vehicle with sufficient ground 
clearance. 
Geologic Setting 
The study area lies in the eastern part of the Basin and Range 
physiographic province. The hills of the area, which rise to 600 
feet above the level of the Great Salt Lake, are the result of 
high-angle normal faulting typical of the Basin and Range province. 
Geophysical surveys of the Great Salt Lake have defined many 
horses and grabens in the area. The Rozel graben, of which the 
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study area is a part, is defined by a negative Bouger gravity 
anomaly (Cook and others, 1980) and by a broad magnetic high 
(Mikulich and Smith, 1974). Two high-angle step faults, 
down-dropped toward the central axis of the graben, define the 
eastern boundary of the graben, while another high-angle fault, 
which is found along the western shoreline of the area, delineates 
the west side of the graben (Mikulich and Smith, 1974). Cook and 
others (1980) determined the presence of faults in the Great Salt 
Lake area on the basis of gravity surveys; faults in the area of the 
Rozel graben are indicated in Plate 1. Many minor subparalle l 
faults with similar characteristics, but of lower magnitude, are 
reflected in the topography of the area. 
It has been proposed that the basalt which outcrops in the 
Rozel area extends to the southwest in the subsurface. Stokes 
(1980) indicated that this basalt may extend in the subsurface 20 
miles to the west and southwest. Stokes (1980) suggested that this 
broad flow lobe may be an extension of the Snake River Plain flows, 
which may have blocked Tertiary drainage north to the Snake River, 
ponding several shallow bodies of fresh water. Aeromagnetic surveys 
of the northern arm of the Great Salt Lake have shown several 
shallow sources, thought to be flows interbedded with Tertiary 
sediments, forming a broad lobe that may support this idea (Mikulich 
and Smith, 1974). 
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Previous Investigations 
Early investigation of the Rozel area began as a result of 
interest in asphalt seeps located just south of Rozel Point. These 
seeps were known before the turn of the century, and oil exploration 
began at Rozel in the early 1900's (Slentz and Eardley, 1956). 
Early wells were only drilled to 200 or 300 feet and only 
fragmentary records survive. Slentz and Eardley (1956) did a more 
thorough study of the geology of the area, again related to 
exploration for oil; they described the basalt as somewhat 
crystalline and vesicular, with olivine, augite, and labradorite 
present, and noted that there appeared to be at least two flows. 
They proposed that the basalt and limestone were members of the Salt 
Lake Group, dating them as Miocene - Pliocene because of similarity 
to Miocene - Pliocene units in the Goose Creek district. No fossils 
have been found in the limestone of the Rozel area. 
Combining well log descriptions with stratigraphic sections 
studied at Rozel Point, Slentz and Eardley (1956) proposed that the 
geology of the area consisted of a series of interbedded basalt and 
limestone units, dipping gently to the northeast, and faulted by a 
major fault trending northwest - southeast, located either between 
the Promontory Range and Rozel, or along the lake shore west of 
Rozel Point. A later study (Eardley, 1963) showed a high-angle 
normal fault, down-dropped on the west side, in the western 
location. 
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Since the studies of Slentz and Eardley, the main interest in 
the Rozel area has been stimulated by regional geophysical 
investigations. Cook and others (1966) described the Rozel graben 
in connection with Cenozoic basins in the area, but the direction of 
dip and location of faults bounding the structure were not 
specified. Later studies (Mikulich and Smith, 1974; Cook and 
others, 1980) located faults defining and within the Rozel graben; 
two of these faults are in locations proposed by Slentz and Eardley 
(1956). These faults conform to the general trend of high-angle 
normal faulting common in the Basin and Range province. 
In the late 1970's, Amoco Oil Company was activel y involved in 
drilling near the Rozel area. Subsurface basalt samples supplied by 
Amoco have been analyzed in this study. 
Field Work 
Field work was done during the summer of 1980 to determine the 
extent of basalt outcrops in the area, and to select areas for 
sampling for chemical and mineralogical study. Mapping was done on 
7.5 minute quadrangles, and the data were then condensed onto a base 
map showing basalt and andesite outcrops in the area (Plate 1). 
During mapping, the relationships between basalt, andesite, basalt 
cobble conglomerate, volcanic breccia, calcareous basalt breccia, 
and limestone units in the study area were examined. 
Samples of basalt, andesite, and volcanic breccia were 
collected for further petrographic study. These samples were chosen 
as representative of different flow units and to give complete 
coverage of the area. Samples selected were those with the least 
amount of alteration or contamination by calcareous material. 
Sample locations are represented in Plate 1 and Table 1. 
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Table 1. Rozel area sample locations 
Sample Location and Elevation Unit 
RPV80-1 112° 47' 00" w 41 ° 33' 07" N 4280' 1 
RPV80-2 112° 46' 10" w 41° 33' 33" N 4335' l 
RPV80-3 112° 45' 45" w 41° 35' 10" N 4290' 2* 
RPV80-4 112° 45' 45" w 41° 35' 10" N 4275' V. Breccia 
RPV80-5 112° 39' 37" w 41° 26' 30" N 4555' Limestone 
RPV80-6 112° 39' 3 7" w 41° 26' 30" N 4560' l* 
RPV80-7 112° 39' 15 II w 41 ° 26' 40" N 4290' 1 
RPV80-8 112° 40' 25" w 41 ° 27' 30" N 4531' v. Breccia 
RPV80-9 112° 40' 25" w 41 ° 27' 30" N 4530' 1 
RPVS0-10 112° 44' 15" w 41 ° 30' OS II N 4410' 1 
RPVS0-11 112° 44' 20" w 41° 29' 4 7" N 4266' Andesite 
RPVS0-12 112° 44' 20" w 41 ° 29' 50" N 4255' Andesite 
RPVS0-13 112° 44' 20" w 41° 29' 50" N 4250' Andesite 
RPV80-14 112° 41' 35" w 41° 30' 00" N 4450' 1 
RPV80-15 112° 43' 15" w 41 ° 28' 40" N 4530' 2 
RPV80-16 112° 43' 20" w 41 ° 28' 55" N 4515' v. Breccia 
RPVS0-17 112° 45' 40" w 41° 31' 10" N 4260' 2* 
RPVS0-18 112° 45 I 40" w 41° 31' 12" N 4250' V. Breccia 
RPV80-19 112° 45' 40" w 41° 31' 17" N 4240' 1 
RPV80-20 112° 47' 15" w 41° 33' 50" N 4250' 1 
RPV80-21 112° 47 I 40" w 41 ° 33' 45" N 4320' l* 
RPV80-22 112° 45' 00" w 41° 34' 50" N 4550' l* 
RPV80-23 112° 45' 00" w 41 ° 34' 00" N 4670' 1 
RPV80-A280 112° 45' 10" w 41 ° 25' 15" N -2380' Subsurface* 
RPV80-A292 112° 45' 10" w 41 ° 25 I 15" N -2392' Subsurface 
RPV80-AD 112° 44' OS" w 41 ° 24' 25" N -2160' Subsurface 
RPV80-AK 112° 50' 15" w 41° 26' OS" N -1952' Subsurface* 
RPV80-AL 112° 35' SO" w 41 ° 11' 20" N -1807' Subsurface 
* Sample analyzed chemically and mineralogically 
FIELD RELATIONSHIPS 
Lavas in the region range from black to gray, and, in some 
cases where they are highly vesicular (especially in volcanic 
breccias), they are red. The lavas are vesicular, aphanitic, and 
some are microporphyritic. The basalt has been highly weathered. 
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Lake Bonneville deposits commonly cover basalt units and lie in 
valleys between basalt hills. Many of the hills in the area show 
distinct shore levels, especially on their western sides. The tufa 
which commonly fills fractures in basalt flows is thought to be a 
Lake Bonneville deposit (Slentz and Eardley, 1956). Wave action is 
responsible for the formation of a basalt cobble conglomerate found 
in the Black Mountain area. 
In the Black Mountain area, linearity of exposures of a 
volcanic breccia (samples RPVS0-4, RPVS0-18) overlain by basalt 
(samples RPVS0-3, RPVS0-17) suggests the presence of a fault zone, 
subparallel with the major faults of the region. The topography of 
the study area suggests the presence of numerous subparallel normal 
faults. 
In the Rozel Point area, limestone is interbedded with basalt, 
and both limestone and basalt are presumed to be part of the 
Tertiary Salt Lake Group (Slentz and Eardley, 1956). Both the upper 
and lower basalt are of similar appearance. The upper part (samples 
RPV80-6, RPV80-7) is approxitiately 100 feet thick. It collllllonly has 
crude polygonal jointing, and has no volcanic breccia associated 
with it. The lower part is 100 to 200 feet thick and is similar to 
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a breccia-capped basalt in the Black Mountain and Rozel Hills area. 
To the north of Rozel Point, in the Rozel Hills, the lower part is 
capped by volcanic breccia (samples RPV80-8, RPV80-9). 
In the Black Mountain and Rozel Hills area, limestone is not 
present, and basalt may be differentiated into two units: a lower 
unit which is capped by a volcanic breccia (Unit l); and an upper 
unit of finer-grained aphanitic basalt (Unit 2). Unit 1 is 
approximately 100 to 300 feet thick, and may form massive cliffs of 
100 to 150 feet. It commonly exhibits irregular columnar jointing. 
The top of this unit consists of volcanic breccia, in part 
containing angular basalt clasts and vesicular basalt fragments 
cemented by and infilled with calcite. This breccia is bright red, 
and probably represents a flow top. 
The upper unit (Unit 2) in the Black Mountain area appears to 
be associated with a fault trending north - south, which defines the 
west side of Black Mountain proper (samples RPV80-3, RPV80-17). 
Unit 2 overlies the lower, breccia-capped Unit 1 at the northern-
and southern-most ends of the fault, and in the Rozel Hills area, 
but it is much less extensive in outcrop than Unit 1 (Plate 1). 
Unit 2 tends to be flaggy in outcrop, with fewer, smaller vesicles 
than Unit 1, and it is not capped by volcanic breccia. 
A fissure, trending N40E, is located south of Black Mountain in 
the Rozel Hills. Flaggy, aphanitic, dark-colored andesite erupted 
and spread from this fissure (samples RPV80-ll, RPV80-12, RPV80-13). 
To the south of the fissure, microporphyritic dark-black andesite 
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from the fissure eruption forms a low hill; no continuation of this 
type of lava was found to the north of the fissure. The fissure is 
terminated abruptly on the east end, probably by a fault, and 
appears to extend into the Great Salt Lake to the west. Its total 
length is unknown. 
Breccia composed of boulder- to pebble-sized angular fragments 
of basalt cemented by calcareous material is commonly found on the 
west side of hills underlying massive cliffs of basalt. In places, 
this breccia grades into a conglomerate, consisting of well-rounded, 
equant, cobble- to pebble-sized pieces of basalt in a sparse matr ix 
of finer fragments of basalt, cemented by calcareous material. This 
layer is 20 to 100 feet thick. In areas where volcanic breccia is 
found, it may be incorporated into the calcareous basalt breccia and 
conglomerate. The basalt breccia may be the result of faulting. 
Later, Lake Bonneville deposits cemented the breccia, and, in areas 
of greater wave action, rounded the basalt into cobbles and pebbles, 
forming a conglomerate. Since this conglomerate - breccia 
association is not found at any particular level, it is probably an 
indicator of areas of greater fault displacement and increased wave 
energy. 
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PETR0GRAPHY 
General Statement 
Basalt in the study area ranges from black to reddish brown. 
It is commonly aphanitic and microporphyritic. Subophitic texcures 
dominate, although pilotaxitic and hyaloophitic textures were also 
observed in thin section. Samples from Unit 2 are finer grained 
then those of the lower, breccia-capped Unit 1. Plagioclase and 
olivine phenocrysts commonly exist as glomeroporphyritic clusters. 
The groundmass of most samples consists of plagioclase, olivine, 
pyroxene, and opaque minerals, with glass present in some samples. 
Xenocrysts of plagioclase and clinopyroxene are present in surface 
samples; some subsurface . samples have xenocrysts of plagioclase and 
quartz. All of the basalt samples are vesicular, with vesicles 
ranging from 0.2 to 12 mm in diameter, and composing up to 20 
percent of the volume of the rock. Fractures and vesicles are 
commonly filled with calcite. 
Most of the subsurface basalt samples have been highly altered. 
Olivine and pyroxene were particularly susceptible to attack; as a 
result, the remaining minerals are plagioclase, opaque minerals, and 
alteration products. The original textures of these samples appear 
to have been subophitic. Samples RPV80-AK and RPV80-AL are finer 
~rained than other subsurface samples. With the exception of great 
a.mounts of iddingsite present from the alteration of olivine and 
p•yroxene, the consequent lack of these minerals, and che presence of 
xenocrysts of quartz in RPV80-AL, the mineralogy of subsurface 
basalt samples closely parallels that of the surface samples. 
Samples from the andesitic fissure eruption contain 
microphenocrysts of plagioclase and orthopyroxene. In addition, 
sample RPV80-l l , from the low hi ll formed south of the fissure, 
contains xenocrysts of clinopyroxene~ These xenocrysts have been 
rounded and resorbed. The groundmass of the andesite consists of 
plagioclase, orthopyroxene, and opaque minerals. 
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Modal analyses of representative samples from the study area 
a re given in Table 2. Samples with the least amount of alteration 
or contamination by calcareous ma terial, and which represent the 
areal and structural changes in the lavas were chosen for further 
chemical analysis. 
Plagioclase 
Plagioclase phenocrysts are generally lath-shaped, and are 0.3 
to 6 . 0 mm long (average 1.0 rmn). They compose 0.5 to 14 percent of 
the volume of the basalt samples . These crystals exhibit albite, 
Carlsbad, and Carlsbad-albite twinning, and they are cormnonly zoned. 
They are commonly associated with olivine in a cumulophyric texture. 
Compositions of plagioclase phenocrysts in basalt range from 
approximately An65 to An60 (Michel-Levy method). Plagioclase 
phenocrysts in andesite are commonly less than 0.5 mm in length, and 
compose less than 0.5 percent of the volume of the sample. 
Table 2. Modal analyses of samples (volume percent) 
Phenocrysts Groundmass 
S.:t1u1,l c Ollvilie ,, Jaqiocll\ !ie tt ,,qnnt i t:c Olivln, ! P) a<Jl oc lA se Py r o x<'n~ o,,,1 ,1ue G lll !i5 
A I u•ratiori 
111'\IRO-l ),2 O,!"> ) , l 2 .) ) ') , 5 34,b lb,8 
Hl'VflO-b ),9 ). 7 I 3. l ~,l .4 I ~. 9 7.4 4 .b 
lll'VOO --l l O.l 7"1 ,5 17,b 4 . 6 
lll'VA<l- 1 7 I • ' 2,3 0,L 
'J. 0 ~8 .9 20,9 I 6 .') 
,<PVA0-21 0, 6 J. l ·1 . I s ) . ') 2~,. 2 10.l 
lll'JR0-22 l.0 11. 'l ~6. 5 2l . 8 b .8 2, 0 
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Plagioclase is the dominant mineral in the groundmass, 
occurring as subhedral lath-shaped crystals less than 0.1 mm long in 
the more fine-grained rocks, and up to 1.5 mm long in the more 
coarse-grained rocks. It composes 30 to 55 percent of the volume of 
the basalt samples, and approximately 77 percent of the volume of 
t he andesite samples. Groundmass plagioclase exhibits albite and 
Carlsbad-albite twinning. I n some samples, particularly those f rom 
the andesite fissure, the groundmass plagioclase laths have been 
aligned into a pilotaxitic texture ; more commonly, they are in 
subophitic relationship with groundmass pyroxene. Composit i on of 
groundmass plagioclase ranges from approximately An60 to An40 
(Michel-Lev y and A-normal methods) in basalts. 
Olivine 
Olivine phenocrysts range f rom 0.3 to 1.5 mm in diameter, and 
are usuall y present as subhedral crystals, occurring either singly, 
or in glomeroporphs with plagioclase and magnetite . Oliv i ne 
phenocrysts compose 0.6 to 3.9 percent of the volume of the rock 
when they are present. The crystals commonly contain small euhedral 
or subhedral spinel group minerals as inclusions, and, in a few 
cases, olivines are almost completely altered to magnetite. Olivine 
is altered to reddish-brown iddingsite, especially on the edges of 
crystals and in fractures. 
Olivine is commonly present in the groundmass assemblage as 
small (less than 0.1 mm diameter), equant, subhedral crystals in 
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intergranular arrangement with groundmass plagioclase, making up as 
much as 13 percent of the volume of the rock. It is commonly 
altered on the edges to iddingsite. Olivine is conspicuously absent 
in samples of andesite. 
Pyroxene 
Pyroxene phenocrysts were found in only two samples. In 
RPV80-AL, augite is associated with plagioclase in a few 
glomeroporphs. The augite occurs as rounded, subhedral, equant 
crystals 0.2 to 0.4 mm in diameter. In RPV80-11, both clinopyroxene 
and orthopyroxene occur. Orthopyroxene, B(-), with a 2V of 
approximately 50°, and therefore thought to be hypersthene, occurs 
as subhedral crystals 0.2 to 0.9 mm long, which exhibit the red to 
green pleochroism typical of orthopyroxene. The clinopyroxene in 
this sample is thought to be xenocrystic. 
In the basalt samples, the groundmass pyroxene is augite, which 
commonly composes 12 to 35 percent of the volume of the rock. 
Samples from the andesite fissure lava contain orthopyroxene as the 
groundmass pyroxene, and lack groundmass augite. The orthopyroxene 
generally has an intergranular texture, and composes about 17 
percent of the volume of the rock. 
Opaque Minerals 
Magnetite occurs as microphenocrysts in two of the analyzed 
samples. It is generally found as blocky, subhedral or euhedral 
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cr :stals averaging 0.3 mm in diameter. Magnetite microphenocrysts 
ar, generally closely associated with olivine in glomeroporphs. 
All samples contain opaque minerals in the groundmass, either 
asdiscrete crystals or disseminated throughout the groundmass. 
Op,que minerals in the groundmass compose 6.8 to 16.9 percent of the 
vo :ume of the basalt samples, and approximately 5 percent of the 
vo :ume of the andesite sample. Magnetite occurs as blocky, equant, 
su lhedral to euhedral crystals averaging less than 0.1 mm in 
di,meter in finer-grained rocks, and up to 0.2 mm in diameter in 
co ,rser-grained rocks. It also may occur as tiny euhedral 
inclusions in olivine crystals, and as a replacement of olivine in 
baralt. Ilmenite occurs as more elongate, subhedral laths, 
avEraging 0.5 mm long. Ilmenite often appears to be associated with 
gl css, when glass is present, and may be a late-crystallizing 
mireral. 
Glass 
Reddish-brown glass is found in approximately half of the 
basalt samples collected, and is found in two of the chemically 
analyzed basalt samples. Where it is present, it composes as much 
as 4.6 percent of the volume of the rock. It generally has an 
in~rser t al texture, although hyaloophitic textures are found in 
sotre fin e r-grained basalt samples and in volcanic breccia. Andesite 
fron the low hill south of the andesite fissure also has a 
hyalooph i tic texture. Glass becomes very dark in color due to 
' 
disseminated opaque minerals in some basalt samples. Microlites, 
commonly of globulite and spiculite shape, are very common in the 
glass. 
Xenocrysts 
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Strained quartz crystals, 0.3 to 0.9 mm in size, which have 
been rounded and resorbed, are found in sample RPV80-AL. These 
quartz xenocrysts are surrounded by a rim of light-brown glass up to 
0.05 mm thick. Some of the quartz crystals are fractured; where 
this has occurred, light-brown glass also fills the fractures. 
Some large, rounded and resorbed feldspar crystals are also 
thought to be xenocrysts. These crystals range from 1.5 to 3 mm in 
length, are highly zoned, may ha ve moth-eaten interiors, and have 
diffuse to non-existant twinning, usually of the albite type. Such 
plagioclase xenocrysts are found in ana ly zed samples RPVS0-3, 
RPVS0-6, RPVS0-17, RPVS0-21, RPVS0-22 and RPV80-AK, where they may 
compose up to 0.5 percent of the volume of the rock. 
Clinopyroxene found in samples RPVS0-20 and RPV80-ll is also 
thought to be xenocrystic. In RPVS0-11, the clinopyroxene crystals 
are well-rounded and resorbed, and range from 0.2 to 0.3 mm in 
diameter. Sample RPVS0-20 contains one large clinopyroxene crystal, 
0.9 mm in diameter. This crystal, thought to be augite, has been 
resorbed and corroded. 
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MINERALOGY 
General Statement 
Mineral analyses were carried out on eight samples: RPV80-3, 
lRPJ80-6, RPV80-13, RPV80-17, RPV80-21, RPV80-22, RPV80-A280, and 
RP780-AK. In addition, plagioclase in core samples RPV80-A292 and 
RP780-AL was analyzed. The analyses were made with an ARL EMX SM 
el ?ctron microprobe at the Department of Geology and Geophysics, 
Un~ver s ity of Utah. Thirty to sixt y spots were analyzed per 
mi1eral, per sample. Bence and Albee (1968) and Albee and Ray 
( 1170) have outlined correction procedures for microprobe data, and 
these have been incorporated into the computer program SLAVE of 
Ni cholls and others (1977). This program has been used in the 
re duc t ion of data for this study. 
Plagioclase 
Plagioclase is the only feldspar present in the basalts and 
an desite of the Rozel area. The composition ranges from bytownite 
(An73 ) to andesine (An 41 ). Table 3 shows the average compositions 
of plagioclase in the analyzed samples. Average compositions lie in 
the labradorite - andesine field (An 64 to An41) with the exception 
of RPV80-6 phenocrysts, which have an average composition of An70 , 
on the bytownite - labradorite boundary. High totals for the sum of 
weight percent end members of analyzed plagioclase may reflect error 
in anal yses or in correction procedures. 
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Tcble 3. ~verage microprobe analyses of plagioclase 
cl.~180-3 RFVB0-3 ?.FVS0-6 ?.l?'!A0-6 ?.PVB0-17 RPVB0-17 RPVB0-17 RFVB0-21 
I' G p G X. p G G 
:le .ght :;,ercent oxides 
Czl 12. 95 10,97 15. 38 13,65 ll. 78 13.49 12. 97 13.02 
:-l~O 4.20 4.88 3,45 4.28 5,07 4.24 4 ,52 
4,45 
!< ..) 0 ,43 0,45 0.17 0,27 0,58 0,48 0,65 0,30 
>ie.<;-ht ~rcsnt e:-.d members 
Ar 64. 23 54 .41 76 • .30 67,73 58.45 66,91 64,34 64.81 
.:,,l: 35.54 41. 31 :?9.21 36.23 42,90 35 ,90 38.29 37. 61 
0: 2,56 2.67 1.01 1.57 3.42 2,86 3,86 1. 75 
Ta:al 102:TI TsT9 to6.5l Ios.TI 104.77 105, 68 106-49 Iom 
'.-!d ecular percent end members 
Ar ol .47 53,95 70 ,46 62,98 54,43 62.0 4 59.13 60,81 
,;1 36 . 09 43.51 28, 61 35,66 42 • .39 35.32 37,33 37,54 
Cr 2.44 2,6 4 0,93 l .~5 3 .18 2. 64 3 .54 1.65 
,;:, ; so - 22 RP,: 80-.\280 =.!'VS0-.\290 RP-,?.0-.\K ?-l?V80-AK RPV80-,\292 RFVSO-Af. RPVS0-13 
G X ~ p r; G G G 
\i i-i gh t ;;,ercent oxides 
::,o 13 ,66 8,75 13 .3 6 13. 1 2 12 ,53 12. 84 13,69 11.47 
!ii/: 4.21 6,49 4.27 4.38 4,6 3 4 .41 3, 78 5,07 
:( _('., 0, cO 0,67 0.27 o. ::7 o. 31 0,27 0.41 0,47 
'.'i!igh~ !;:e:-cenc end rcembers 
,\ : 6i.76 -.3.39 66,28 65.08 62.14 6.3,70 67.93 50.09 
.:;.i 35,62 54 ,93 36,14 37,03 39.17 37 • .30 31. 99 44,.30 
C: ; .. :: J,99 1.57 l. 61 l.86 1.57 2.44 2.75 
r~tal .'..06. 93 Io'2':Jr lC4.00 Irr.TI m:n foz.'57 I'oT.T6 ITI:93 
::, l ec:i l ar percent and me!!lbers 
A! 62, 08 -H .OS 62,-.3 01.42 3'3.88 60, 72 64,!38 53,35 
_;.~ 34. 59 :5 .l 7 36.10 37,07 39,37 37.78 32. 77 44,07 
f"'- , "" 
..... ~J 3. 78 1.48 1.51 l,i6 1.50 2 ,.34 2,58 
? = ~h<:nocryst 
:( = :cenoc~ y st 
G = o::?'~'..:n=.:-:-:ass 
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In porphyritic samples, phenocryst compositions zone to and 
ovrrlap groundmass compositions. Figure 2 illustrates zoning trends 
ofplagioclase in the analyzed samples. Also shown in Figure 2 are 
nomiative feldspar compositions for each sample chemically analyzed. 
Al ~ samples show zoning trends of increasing sodium and potassium. 
Zoring is normal in most cases; in phenocrysts, zoning is 
occasionally oscillatory. In general, the fine-grained samples show 
le fs zoning than the coarse-grained samples, This may reflect size 
of the electron beam being proportionally larger for small grains 
th en for large grains, or it may be due to reaction rates, with the 
le ~s reactive, coarser-grained samples illustrating changing melt 
conposition in the changing composition of their zones, whereas 
sm,ller groundmass crystals, due to their relatively greater surface 
are, readily homogenize. Study area feldspars are very low in the 
orthoclase component, and normative fledspar compositions reflect 
thE low K2o content of these rocks (less than one weight percent in 
all samples but RPV80-17 and RPV80-13). 
RPV80-A280 contains xenocrysts which are more sodic and 
potassic than its groundmass plagioclase. Sample RPVS0-17 contains 
many xenocrysts of plagioclase, which are generally highly zoned and 
corroded. A wedge-shaped xenocryst analyzed in RPV80-17 is slightly 
more sodic than the average groundmass composition, but it is less 
potassic , and very similar in composition to phenocrysts analyzed in 
this sample. 
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Figure 2. Electron microprobe analyses of feldspar plotted 
in terms of molecular percent An, Ab, and Or. 
llachures to the left of line indicate zoning 
trends of phenocrysts and xenocrysts, hachures 
to the right of line indicate zoning trends of 
groundmass feldspars. Filled circles indicate 
average compositions; P = phenocryst, X = 
xenocryst, G = groundmass. Also shown are 
molecular percent normative fel dspar compositions. 
The curve in the normative feldspar field rep-
resents the solidus (Carmichael and others, 1974). 
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Plagioclase in sample RPVS0-13, from the andesite fissure, has 
the least variation in composition of the analyzed samples, and is 
more sodic than the average plagioclase groundmass of most study 
area basalts. This higher sodium content may represent both a more 
cifferentiated lava and cooler crystallization temperature. The 
rlagioclase compositional range for this andesite is within the 
va l ues reported by Carmichael (1967b) for andesite associated with 
tholeiitic magmas in Iceland. 
Subsurface samples show a wide zoning range, probably due to 
alteration. Samples that are coarse grained, such as RPV80-A280 and 
BPV80-A292, have a wider zoning range than finer-grained samples 
such as RPV80-AK. This variation in zoning probably represents 
different reaction rates for large versus small crystals. Sample 
RPV80-AL is highly altered, which may account for its extensive 
plagioclase zoning. 
Olivine 
Average analyses of olivine from study area basalts are 
pr esented in Table 4. In most samples, olivine shows a gradation in 
size from phenocrysts to groundmass, suggesting that olivine 
crystallized throughout the cooling history of the basalts. 
P1e·nocryst compositions zone to and overlap groundmass compositional 
n.nges (Figure 3). Zoning within individual grains is not well 
chfined by the microprobe data; however, the phenocrysts of sample 
Table 4. Average microprobe analyses of olivine 
RPVA0-3 RPV80-3 RPV80-6 RPV80-l 7 RPV80-21 RP\180-22 RPVB0-22 RPV80-AK 
p G G G G p G G 
Weight percent oxides 
FeO 43.11 44.44 39.64 44.72 43 .16 27.22 40.89 34.66 
MgO 22.00 20.38 24 .42 20.42 21. 95 34 .46 23.27 28.39 
cao 0.83 0.85 O.AO 0.77 0.68 0.84 0.94 0.93 
Weight percent end members 
Fa 61.13 63.03 56.22 63.42 61. 21 38.60 57.99 49.16 
Fo 38.40 35.56 42. 64 35 ,63 38. 31 60.13 40 .61 49.54 
La 1.28 1.30 1.23 1.19 1.05 1.29 1.44 1.43 
Total 1 oo. 81 99.89 100,09 100. 24 100. 57 100.02 100 .04 100.13 
Molecular percent end members 
Fa 51. 71 54.33 47. 41 54.50 51. 96 30.59 49.11 40.10 
Fo 47 .01 44.35 51.36 44.29 46.99 68.21 49.45 58.52 
La 1.28 1.32 1.22 1.21 1.05 1.20 1.44 1.38 
p = phenocryst 
G = groundmass N 
VI 
RPVS0-3 
RPVS0-6 
G 
RPVSO-t7 
• 
RPVS0-21 
G 
p 
RPY80·22 
G 
RPVSO·AK 
I 
Fo 20 40 60 so Fo 
~igure 3. Slectron microprobe analyses of olivine ~lotted 
in terms of :nolecular percent ? o and Fa. P = 
phenocryst average composition, G = groundmass 
average composition. 
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FPVS0-22 show a normal zoning trend of increasing iron from core to 
rim. 
As in the plagioclase analyses, the greatest compositional 
range in analyzed olivine from surface units exists in samples 
FPV80-6 and RPV80-22; both samples are coarser grained, and the 
reasons for plagioclase zoning probably apply to olivine. 
Simkin and Smith (1970) showed that weight percent CaO in 
olivine may be correlated with the crystallization environment due 
ta the dependence of CaO distribution on pressure, temperature, and 
cooling rates. Extrusive and hypabyssal units characteristically 
rave weight percent Cao greater than 0.1, and this indicates 
crystallization at or near the surface (Simkin and Smith, 1970). 
Olivines in this study range from 0.68 to 0.93 weight percent Cao. 
St ormer (1973) found that the initial composition of olivine is 
d:pendent on the activity of Sio 2 in the magma, while zoning trends 
may be . controlled by the pressure - temperature history of the 
magma. He found that rapidly increasing Cao indicates that pressure 
r~duction is the dominant factor controlling zoning, while 
dacreasing Cao may indicate that cooling is the dominant factor. A 
plot showing the Cao trend of olivine from phenocryst to groundmass 
(?igure 4) shows that the two porphyritic samples have increasing 
Cao with increasing FeO, a trend similar to that of alkali-olivine 
basalts or nephelinite. This may indicate that pressure was the 
dominant factor establishing olivine zoning trends for these 
basalts. The remaining samples have been plotted with groundmass 
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Figure 4. Cao versus FeO content of olivine. Filled 
cirlces indicate groundmass values, filled 
triangles indicate phenocryst values. Lines 
connect co-existing pheoncryst and ground-
mass phase values. Olivine from tholeiitic 
basalt (Moore and Evans, 1967), alkali 
basalt (Stormer, 1972), and nephelinite 
(Stormer, 1972) shown for comparison. 
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\alues only. Whereas the FeO values for these basalts are similar, 
the Cao values differ greatly. As no phenocrysts were analyzed for 
these samples, the dominant factor affecting Cao concentration and 
zoning in olivine of these samples is uncertain. 
Pyroxene 
All of the basalts in the study area contain only one pyroxene, 
augite, while the andesite in the area (RPVS0-13) contains 
crthopyroxene. Table 5 shows the average compositions of pyroxenes 
in study area lavas, Figure 5 shows zoning trends. Cao content of 
the augite zones over a range of 12 weight percent, approaching the 
subcalcic augite field in some samples. Deer and others (1966) 
noted that some subcalcic augites are unmixed on a sub-microscopic 
scale, crystallizing metastable solid solutions. It is possible 
that the large compositional ranges in samples RPV80-6, RPV80-21 and 
RPV80-AK may be due to unmixing of augite and calcium-poor pyroxene. 
Alternatively, the zoning range in these coarser-grained samples may 
reflect either changing melt composition during cooling, or the 
relatively larger spot size in finer-grained samples, as suggested 
for plagioclase and olivine samples. 
Orthopyroxene in sample RPV80-13 has a limited Cao range, but 
exhibits a zoning range of 15 weight percent FeO. Cao content tends 
to increase with iron content in the orthopyroxene. 
Kuna (1954) related atomic proportion of calcium in 
orthopyroxene to temperature of crystallization. He noted that high 
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Table 5. Average microprobe analyses of pyroxene 
RP/60-l RPV80-6 !IP/S0-1 7 RPVS0-..1 R.PV!0-2l RPVSC-A290 RPV80-.\IC ;,.p:so-13 
.a~02 49.92 50.45 ~0.47 ~l.23 50.90 49.0S 49.99 51.94 
-:"iC2 l.72 l.70 l.76 1.25 l..56 l.92 
LH, o.53 
;.1201 ).06 J .10 J.36 2.38 2.97 3.07 2.62 l. :4 
reo• ll. 70 14.71 ll .iil 12.92 ll .29 l3.lS u.,;a 23.51 
~!"i) o.Jl o. 31 O,JO 0,36 0.21 o.32 o.32 o.5a 
~<;() lJ.19 13.09 13,48 l 4 .59 ~ 3. 31 12.11 U.94 19. 31 
c..o :o.n 19,18 20,33 19.09 20,53 l 9.41 19,39 2.11 
sa:o 0.48 0.47 o.s2 0, -\2 0.45 0,47 0,45 0.35 
'!"o1'!al 100. 90 lCJ.02 101.84 10l.2J 101. 71 100, JO 100.8s 99.>2 
·~ot.41 iron r•pc,rt.ed ... F-eO 
'lulr!loer ot ions on en• ::.Ui.s of SJ.lt oxyqel'\S 
S1 1.a119 l.96S3 l.3i08 l .906'? l.~~~9 1.e~6 1.8735 1.9666 
Alrv 
.1=81 .1317 .l:92 . 0931 .ll4l .1372 .Ui>O .03H 
-:-1 ;v 
,0022 .ooss 
.u·.-: 
.0012 .0036 .01 76 .Oll3 .0112 .nu 
~ii/I 
.0485 .0473 ,0491 ,0350 .04 JS .0526 ,0358 ,Cl Sl 
,. •2 ,J669 .4556 .3599 .402:? . 34'B .Hn ,3985 .7H4 
~n ,0099 .0097 .0094 ,0114 .0097 .0103 .0102 .0136 
~q , 73-:'2 • 7225 ,7448 .3095 .7&26 .7%<39 .780 8 l.0898 
ca .8248 .761.0 .S074 ... , . . ' ...... .Sl~O .1qe~ .7807 .cae o 
~· 
.0349 ,0337 .0374 .o,o3 ,0323 .0346 .o.2a .o:s1 
Su= IV ~.coco 2.0000 2,0000 2.0000 2.0CCO 2.cco o :i.0000 2.0000 
Swo '/I 2.0293 2.0334 2.0.!56 2.021! ;?.0241 2,0333 2.0J88 2.0C35 
~ol.e-~l&r pereen~ 
·.;o 
~0.l2 l 6,5! 39.62 34.~3 ]9.58 JS,H 37."7 4 .20 
::n 41,C5 40,23 -11,77 44.77 42. 37 40,SJ 42.70 !~. 65 
;s a.eJ 23,12 18.51 20.40 :.-:.~~ :! • 23 :0.0 3 J6,l5 
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Figure 5. Electron microprobe analyses of pyroxene plotted 
in terms of molecular percent Di, En, and Wo. 
Open fields indicate compositional ranges, small 
filled circles within each field indicate the 
average composition of each sample. Filled 
circles outside the field in the RPV80-A280 
diagram indicate xenocryst analyses. Lines il-
lustrate the Skaergaard trend for calcium-rich 
and calcium-poor pyroxenes (Wager and Brown, 1967). 
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atomic proportions of calcium (0.104 to 0.057) correlated with 
higher ·0200 to 1000°C) temperatures of crystallization in andesitic 
magmas, while lower atomic proportions of calcium correlated with 
magmas of slightly lower temperatures. The orthopyroxene in 
andesite from the study area has an atomic proportion of calcium of 
0.088, which falls in the high temperature magma range (1200 to 
1000°C) of Kuno (1954). 
LeBas (1962) noted that the Na2o content of clinopyroxenes in 
nonalkaline series rocks averaged 0.35 weight percent, while that of 
clinopyroxenes in normal-alkaline series rocks averaged 0.55 weight 
percent, and the Na2o content of clinopyroxenes in per-alkaline 
series rocks averaged 0.70 weight percent. He defined 
normal-alkaline rocks as those belonging to the alkali-olivine 
basalt - hawaiite - mugearite - trachyte series; nonalkaline rocks 
as those in the tholeiitic, high alumina, and calc-alkaline series; 
and per-alkaline rocks as those in the nepheline basalt - tephrite -
phonolite series. The Na2o content of augite in basalt from the 
study area varies from 0.42 to 0.52 weight percent, with an average 
of 0.46 weight percent Na2o, thus these basalts lie between the 
nonalkaline and normal-alkaline fields defined by LeBas (1962). 
Kushiro (1960) and LeBas (1962) defined magma types by relating 
the proportion of silica to alumina in clinopyroxene. They noted 
that clinopyroxenes from tholeiitic magmas have a larger proportion 
of silica to alumina, while those from alkali basalts have a larger 
proportion of alumina to silica. LeBas (1962) defined nonalkaline, 
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per-alkaline, and normal-alkaline fields on the basis of this silica 
to alumina ratio. Figure 6 shows pyroxene compositions plotted with 
respect to these fields. The clinopyroxenes from this study plot in 
the nonalkaline field, with the exception of RPV80-A280, which plots 
in the normal-alkaline field. 
LeBas (1962) also defined the per-alkaline, normal-alkaline, 
and nonalkaline fields on the basis of the relationship between Al 
and titanium in clinopyroxene, and stated that pyroxene from 
nonalkaline rocks commonly has less than one weight percent Ti0 2 , 
while that from alkaline types has more. Figure 7 shows values of 
percent Al versus weight percent Ti0 2 for basalts of this study z . 
plotted in the fields of LeBas (1962). Although all the pyroxenes 
z 
from the basalts in this study have greater than one weight percent 
Ti0 2 , they plot in both the normal-alkaline and in the nonalkaline 
fields in this figure. RPV80-3, RPV80-6, RPV80-17, and RPV80-A280, 
which plot in the normal-alkaline field, contain greater than 1.7 
weight percent Ti0 2 • RPV80-A280, which plots in the normal-alkaline 
field using both the silica - alumina and Alz - Tio 2 criteria, 
contains the greatest amount of titanium of all analyzed pyroxenes, 
and the le&st amount of silica. 
Iron-titaniuo Oxides 
Iron-titanium oxides were analyzed ·only in those samples where 
they did not appear to be exsolved or oxidized. Co-existing 
magnetite and ilmenite were analyzed in four samples; RPV80-13 
contained only magnetite. All iron-titanium oxides analyzed were 
components of the groundmass. Average mineral analyses and 
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molecular fractions for magnetite - ulvospinel (B) and ilmenite -
hematite (a) solid solutions are presented in Table 6. Iron was 
initially analyzed as FeO and recalculated to weight percent Fe 2o3 
and FeO using the methods of Carmichael (1967a). Samples RPV80-6 
and RPV80-AK have high molecular percentages of usp in the B phase, 
and low molecular percentages of hm in the a phase. In addition, 
the total of weight percent oxides in the B phase for both samples 
is low. This may be due to incorporation of an element that was not 
analyzed for, such as Co, or it may be due to exsolution of oxides 
in these samples. 
Carmichael (1967a) noted that iron-titanium oxide assemblages 
co-existing with olivine and calcium-rich pyroxene (or amphibole) in 
salic rocks contain 76 to 41 molecular percent ulvospinel and 4 to 6 
molecular percent hematite; oxides co-existing with orthopyroxene 
(and calcium-rich pyroxene) contain only 43 to 39 molecular percent 
ulvospinel, with ilmenite being more enriched in hematite, 
containing 8 to 15 molecular percent. He suggested that the 
composition of the oxides is related to the composition of the 
co-existing ferromagnesian silicate phases. In basalts and 
andesites of the Cascade Range, Smith and Carmichael (1968) reported 
that 8 phases associated with similar ferromagnesian species had 
restricted ranges in ulvospinel content. B phases associated with 
olivine and augite ranged from 74 to 65 molecular percent 
ulvospinel, while those associated with orthopyroxene ranged from 34 
to 45 molecular percent ulvospinel. Magnetite analyzed in study 
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Table 6. Average microprobe analyses of iron-titanium oxides 
Mas:n•tite 
RPV80-l RPV80-& i1PV80•A2~0 ;u,vao-.:.ic: ~1"180-l J 
s10, l.4.; ! . .: 2 l.69 l.69 2.60 
r~o; 16.36 22.34 :J .! ~ 23. 75 lS. 95 
-"l:03 2.:s 2.24 2.4 9 ~.74 :. .30 
... :03 LOS Ll2 
CrzCJ a.ca 0.42 l .5] o.s.; O.ll 
r.o 7'2. 76 62. 77 66.96 &v.48 72.!2 
MrO 0.47 0.52 ,: • 41 0.48 0 . 42 
)4g0 l.42 l.74 :.oa l.79 o.sa 
cao 0.26 O.J. 7 0.19 o.:;o o. 20 
trO 0.04 0.24 O.J.J 0 .lS 0.19 
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area basalts ranges from usp 75 to usp 52 , while that of the andesite 
averages usp 63 • While ulvospinel values for magnetite co-existing 
with olivine and calcium-rich pyroxene in study area basalts are 
similar to the ranges reported by Carmichael (1967a) and Smith and 
Carmichael (1968), the range in ulvospinel content is less 
restricted, and the value for magnetite co-existing with 
orthopyroxene in andesite, usp 63 , is within the range reported for 
magnetite co-existing with olivine and calcium-rich pyroxene, rather 
than lower as suggested by both studies. Ilmenite from study area 
basalts ranges from hm2 to hm8 , similar to the range reported by 
Carmichael (1967a) for salic rocks . 
Magnetite in RPV80-A280 shows some zoning with respect to Cr2o3 
and Al 2o3 . This magnetite also contains the greatest amount of 
Cr 2o3 and MgO of all magnetites anal yzed. All other samples show 
some variation in composition between grains, although individual 
gr~ins are essentially homogeneous. 
Carmichael and others (1970) noted that titanomagnetites in 
lavas with low silica activit y (alkali-olivine basalts) may be 
expected to be richer in MgO and Al 2o3 than those in tholeiitic 
lavas due to the reaction: 
MgA12o4 + Si0 2 = MgA12Si0 6 
Carmichael and others (1974) reported typical values of from 3 to 5 
weight percent Al 2o3 for magnetites in low silica lavas versus 1 to 
2 weight percent Al 2o3 for magnetites in tholeiitic lavas, and 1 to 
3 weight percent MgO for magnetites in low silica lavas versus 0.5 
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to 1.5 weight percent MgO for magnetites in tholeiitic lavas. 
Magnetites from basalts in this study average 2.4 weight percent 
Al 2o3 and 1.8 weight percent MgO, while the andesite averages 1.3 
weight percent Al 2o3 and 0.6 weight percent MgO. While these values 
indicate the silica enrichment of the andesite relative to the 
basalts of the area, the average values of Al 2o3 and MgO for the 
basalts are intermediate between the ranges for silica-poor lavas 
and tholeiitic lavas; thus the study area basalts cannot be 
classified as silica-poor (alkali-olivine basalts) or tholeiitic on 
this basis. 
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CHEMISTRY AND CLASSIFICATION 
Chemical analyses were conducted using the methods of 
Carmichael and others (1968). Although samples from surface 
exposures were selected from outcrops with the least amount of 
alteration and contamination, most samples contain a small amount of 
calcite as vesicle and fracture fill. Subsurface sample RPV80-AK in 
particular had a large amount of calcite, which affected chemical 
analyses. An attempt to determine the amount of calcite in this 
sample was made by treating the rock powder with 15 percent HCl 
(volume/volume) and measuring the weight loss, which was 
recalculated to weight percent co2 in the sample. The resulting 
value is given in Table 7. 
Basalts in this study have from 44 to 47 weight percent silica, 
and are generally low in silica, and high in titanium, iron, and 
phosphorus relative to the average basalt of Nockolds (1954). 
Results of whole-rock chemical analyses and CIPW norms are presented 
in Table 7. 
Basalts from the study area show generally lower silica 
contents than those of the Snake River Plain (Stout and Nicholls, 
1977) or the Cascade Range (Smith and Carmichael, 1968). The 
samples from surface units can be divided into two units on the 
basis of chemistry. Unit 2, samples RPV80-3 and RPV80-17, contain 
greater amounts of titanium, total iron, total alkalies, phosphorus, 
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'T'able 7. \·/hole-rock chemical analyses and CIPW norms 
Unit l 'Jni t 2 S u bsurface Andesite 
"P'!80-6 RP'.1 '30-21 RPV80 -22 "P'/80 -3 '."PV80-l 7 '<PV80-A280 cl.PV80-AK RPVB0-13 
S iO 2 46.72 46,39 47 ,41 45 .12 44, 91 
46,14 44,73 61,95 
-;"i02 2. 58 3, 46 2,33 3,73 3,51 3,03 3 .5 7 0. 95 
;..1203 14. 71 13. 94 14, 95 14.13 14 .45 14. 38 13,56 16. 21 
,e
2
0 3 2, 'll 2 . 'l2 2,73 3,96 3 .67 6.66 
7 , 20 l. 5 2 
,eo 11. 00 11 , 84 9,90 12. 53 11. 72 6.9 4 7 , 61 LOS 
::r0 0.22 0 .24 0,22 0, 24 0 , 24 0 .13 0,18 0 . 0 9 
:·,o 7.42 6 .70 7,39 5 , 73 5,85 5,43 5,47 2,31 
cao 9,69 9.50 9.92 9.18 9.18 9 ,14 9 , 51 5,36 
" al 2.48 2,47 2 .5 6 2,8° 2,84 2,63 2 .6 7 4,07 
;:..20 C, 47 0.63 0,78 0,53 1.07 0 . 65 0. 39 1.83 
PLO:: 0.60 0,5 8 0,6 4 1.00 1.02 0 , 49 0 ,63 0.22 
L\~C-+ 0,44 - ,57 0,26 0,42 0, 58 2,49 2.08 1.06 
L\20 - 0, 1 0 O,l C\ 0 ,19 0 ,11 IJ, 11 L. 22 0 , 92 0 ,19 
Tot al 99 . 2·1 99.33 90,29 99 . 56 99 .15 ~ 99, 52* 99.81 
. !'1cl udes 1.0 i cc 2 
0 4,52 5,3 4 15, 78 
'.")!" :Z,78 3.72 4. 61 3 .1 3 6 . 32 J.84 2,30 l O. 81 
? l 48,60 45,97 48•, 66 48.43 47 ,55 47,77 46.46 55.00 
( ab ) 20 . 98 20,87 21. 66 24.37 24 ,03 22.25 22.59 34.44 
( an ) 27,62 25 .11 27,00 24,06 23,52 25, 51 Z3, 86 20, 56 
di l 3, 56 15 , 00 14.73 12. 36 12. 66 13 ,18 10. 20 3,78 
( ,,,.o) 6,90 7 . 61 7. 'SJ 6, 24 6 , 41 6,94 5,38 1. 92 
(er.) 3, 7" 4 , 00 4,29 3,09 3,29 3.27 4,08 1.02 
(fs) 2.87 3 . 39 2, 91 3,03 2,% C,97 0 . 74 0 , 84 
'w 1 6. 71 l 7 , 52 13.60 13, 79 6.81 9 . 77 11.26 8,67 
( '!n ) 0 • 50 9, 48 8 , 10 6.% 3,58 A, 26 9,54 4,74 
( f s) 7,21 8 .04 5,50 6, 84 3 ,23 1.51 l. 73 3, 94 
nl 6, 69 4 ,35 7,36 6.17 10, 76 
( f o ) 3,64 2 .2 5 4. 21 2,96 5.40 
i f a) 3. 0 5 2 .10 3 , 15 J. 21 5 ,36 
mt 4.07 4,09 3,% 5,74 5 , 32 9.66 10.44 2.20 
il 4,?0 6 . '5"7 4,43 7,03 6,67 5 , 75 6, 78 1.80 
ap l ,42 l. 37 1.~2 2,37 2,42 l.16 1.49 0. 52 
T<'.l':al 98.73 98,<; 0 98.86 99,08 9A.5l "Ts:64 96.55** 98,57 
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and less silica, magnesium and calcium than samples in Unit 1 
(RPVS0-6, RPVS0-21 and RPVS0-22). 
Table 8 shows average chemical analyses of Unit 1, Unit 2, and 
subsurface basalts compared with average analyses of Craters of the 
Moon lavas (Stout and Nicholls, 1977) and Snake River Plain lavas 
(Stout and Nicholls, 1977). Unit 2 basalts show similarities with 
high-iron lavas of the Craters of the Moon area. Both the Unit 2 
lavas and the Craters of the Moon lavas are lower in silica, 
calcium, and magnesium than associated basalt, and both have high 
total iron, alkali, and titanium contents, although Unit 2 lavas are 
less enriched in alkalies and iron than the Craters of the Moon 
lavas. Stout and Nicholls (1977) reported that the Craters of the 
Moon lavas contain no pyroxene; 20 to 35 percent of the volume of 
the Unit 2 lavas is pyroxene. Unit 1 lavas show distinct pa~allels 
with average values for the basalts of the Snake River Plain, with 
minor differences in total iron and alkali contents. 
Samples RPV80-AK and RPV80-A280 are altered, as indicated by 
the high water content and the degree of iron oxidation. The 
oxidation of iron in these subsurface samples is reflected by the 
low FeO/(FeO + Fe 2o3) ratio of 0.5; while the FeO/(FeO + Fe2o3) 
value for surface samples, which are relatively unaltered, is 0.7 to 
0.8. Sample RPV80-AK shows textural similarities to basalts of Unit 
2, while sample RPV80-A280 is texturally similar to basalts of Unit 
1. Chemically, RPV80-AK also shows characteristics of Unit 2, with 
higher total iron, titanium, and phosphorus and lower silica content 
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Table 8. Average whole-rock analyses for representative lavas 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Subsurface SRP COM 
Si02 46.84 45.02 45.44 46.89 45.72 
Ti02 2.79 3.62 3.30 2.55 3.06 
Al2o3 14.53 14.29 13. 97 14.74 12. 77 
Fe2o3 2.79 3.82 6.93 2.14 3.06 
FeO 10.91 12.13 7.28 11. 14 15.05 
MnO 0.23 0.24 0.15 0.18 0.26 
MgO 7. 17 5.79 5.45 8.23 4.15 
Cao 9.70 9.18 9.33 10.06 7.53 
Na2o 2.42 2.86 2.65 2.68 3.57 
K 0 2 0.54 0.75 0.47 0.65 1. 87 
P205 0.61 1.01 0.56 0.54 2.20 
H20+ 0.42 0.50 2.29 0.33 0.42 
SRP = Snake River Plain (Stout and Nicholls, 1977) 
COM = Craters of the Moon (Stout and Nicholls, 1977) 
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than RPV80-A280 (Table 7). These basalts are hypersthene- and 
quartz-normative, and classified as tholeiites; while surface 
basalts are hypersthene- and olivine-normative, and are classified 
as olivine tholeiites (Yoder and Tilley, 1962). 
Macdonald and Katsura (1964) classified Hawaiian alkali-olivine 
and tholeiitic basalts on the basis of an alkali - silica variation 
diagram. When basalts from this study are plotted on such a diagram 
(Figure 8), they plot in two general areas. Unit 2 la,as (RPVS0-3, 
RPV80-17) and subsurface samples RPV80-AK and RPV80-A280 plot 
clearly in the alkali-olivine basalt field, while the other group 
(RPV80-6, RPVS0-21, RPVS0-22) plots very close to the alkali-olivine 
basalt - tholeiite boundary, suggesting that they may be of some 
transitional type. In this diagram, subsurface sample RPVSO-AK 
appears to be associated with Unit 2 samples and RPV80-A280 appears 
to be associated with Unit 1 samples. 
Coombs (1963) based an indicator ratio (IR) on normative 
components of whole-rock analyses. This indicator ratio: 
IR= Hy+ 20z 
Hy+ 2(Qz + Di) 
indicates the projected course of the composition of any liquid from 
which olivine and plagioclase are the only phases crystallizing, and 
portrays silica saturation. He found that an indicator ratio of 
from 0.00 to 0.38 was typical of mildly alkaline rocks, from 0.39 to 
0.5 was typical of transitional rocks, and from 0.5 to 0.85 was 
typical of tholeiitic rocks. Figure 9 shows a plot of the samples 
from this study on the Di - 01 - Qz diagram of Coombs (1963). The 
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Figure 8. Alkali - silica variation diagram. Alkali-olivine 
basalt and tholeiitic basalt fields defined by 
Macdonald and Katsura (1964) for Hawaiian lavas. 
Triangles indicate Unit l samples. 
4 
APVBO-17 • Alkali-Olivine Basalt 
RPVBO- 3 • RPVBO-A20O 
RPVBO-AK • 
Tholeiitic Basalt · 
44 45 46 47 
Wt. % Si02 
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Figure 9. Compositions of lavas plotted on Di-
01-Qz diagram. Samples plotted in terms 
of normative Di, 01, and Qz, recal-
culated to 100 percent (Coombs, 1963). 
Triangles indicate Unit 1 samples. 
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samples again show a variation, with RPVS0-17, RPVS0-22, RPVS0-21, 
and RPVS0-3 plotting in the mildly alkaline field, RPVS0-6 and 
RPV80-A280 plotting in the transitional field, and RPV80-AK and the 
andesite, RPVS0-13, plotting in the tholeiitic field. Unit 1 lavas 
are not distinguishable from Unit 2 lavas on this basis. 
The differentiation index (DI) defined by Thornton and Tuttle 
(1960) as the sum of normative Qz, Or, Ne, Ab, Le, and Kp, indicates 
the basicity, or degree of differentiation of igneous rocks. 
Differentiation indices of study area basalts and andesite are 
presented in Table 7. The differentiation index for basalts of this 
study ranges from 24 to 32, defined by Thornton and Tuttle (1960) as 
basic (index less than 50), while the differentiation index of the 
andesite is 61, defined as salic by Thornton and Tuttle (1960). · 
Unit 2 lavas have higher differentiation indices than Unit 1 lavas. 
The differentiation index does not define parental rocks, but may be 
used to compare the degree of differentiation of rocks in a series, 
and thus may help to define 'fractionation trends. 
Figure 10 show the samples from this study on a triangular plot 
of A (weight percent Na2o + K20), F (weight percent FeO + Fe 2o3), 
and M (weight percent MgO), with the Skaergaard trend of 
iron-enrichment, the Cascade trend, and the Thingmuli trend 
(Carmichael, 1964) shown for comparison. The basalts from this 
study parallel the Skaergaard and Thingmuli iron-enrichment trends, 
and the location of the plot for andesite may indicate that the 
study area rocks follow a trend similar to that of Thingmuli, 
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Figure 10. AFM diagram. Skaergaard (Sk), Thingrnuli (Th), 
and Cascade (Cs) trends from Carmichael (1964); 
Snake River Plain (horizontally lined field), 
and Craters of the'Moon (vertically lined field) 
and Leeman and others (1976). Triangles indicate 
Unit 1 samples. 
F 
V, 
w 
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increasing iron content followed by increasing alkali content. The 
fields of the Snake River Plain and Craters of the Moon lavas are 
also indicated on this diagram. The basalts from this study again 
fall into two groups: Unit 2 samples and subsurface samples 
RPV80-AK and RPV80-A280 plot in a cluster near the more 
magnesium-rich part of the Craters of the Moon field, while Unit 1 
samples plot within the field of the Snake River Plain basalts. 
Osborn (1959) proposed that differing trends of iron enrichment 
are due to the manner of change in P0 during crystallization. He 2 
suggested that an iron-enrichment trend, similar to that of the 
Skaergaard intrusion, and illustrated by the trends of analyzed 
rocks from the Snake Rive Plain and those of this study, was due to 
the maintenance of constant total composition during crystallization 
(P0 would decrease during crystallization), while a trend of 2 
increasing Si0 2 with constant or decreasing total iron, similar to 
the trend of the Cascades, was due co constant P0 during the course 2 
of crystallization. He suggested that the abundance of water was the 
determining factor between these two trends. Carmichael and 
Nicholls (1967) interpreted the difference in these two trends as 
due to internal buffering controlled by the relative abundances of 
gas phases and condensed phases in the melt. They proposed that, in 
melts with crystalline phase mass dominant over gas phase mass, the 
crystalline phases would 'control' f 0 by crystal - liquid buffer 2 
assemblages, such as the fayalite - magnetite - quartz (FMQ) buffer. 
When the mass of crystalline phases is no longer greater than the 
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mass of gas phases, a 'crossover' stage may occur, and 
iron enrichment may cease. The association of temperature and 
f 0 calculated from co-existing iron-titanium oxides with the FMQ 2 
buffer (Carmichael, 1967a; Carmichael and Nicholls, 1967) supports 
this internal buffering idea. The relationship of the FMQ buffer 
and calculated temperatures and f 0 for basalts of this study will 2 
be discussed further in the next section. If an internal buffer 
controlled crystallization of the basalts and andesite of this 
study, it appears that the mass of crystalline phases was greater 
than the mass of gas phases throughout the early crystallization 
history, causing an iron-enrichment trend. If the andesite is 
related to the basalts, it must have crystallized after the 
crossover stage was reached; the andesite plots in an area of alkali 
enrichment, rather than in an area of increased iron enrichment on 
the AFM diagram. 
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PETROGENESIS 
Geothermometry 
Co-existing magnetite and ilmenite in samples RPV80-3, RPV80-6, 
RPV80-A280, and RPVSO-AK allow the calculation of quench 
temperatures and oxygen fugacity (-log f 0 ) for these samples using 2 
the method of Buddington and Lindsley (1964) and the revised method 
of Powell and Powell (1977). Buddington and Lindsley (1964) 
constructed a set of curves relating oxygen fugacity (-log f 0 ) and 2 
temperature for co-existing magnetite - ulvospinel and ilmenite -
hematite solid solutions. They reported an accuracy of± 30°C and± 
1 log f 0 for their method, assum ing that the minerals did not 2 
depart from the system FeO - Fe O - Ti0 2 . Powell and Powell (1977) 2 3 
revised the Buddington and Lindsley geothermometer by recalculating 
the end-members of the magnetite - ulvospinel and ilmenite -
hematite solid solution on a thermodynamic basis. This method 
calculates a temperature range with a reported accuracy of± 30°C. 
Resulting quench temperatures and oxygen fugacities using both 
methods are presented in Table 9. 
Powell and Powell (1974) proposed a geothermometer based on the 
reaction: 
Their method allows the calculation of temperature for samples with 
co-existing olivine and clinopyroxene. Results using this 
geothermometer are also presented in Table 9. Temperatures 
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Table 9. Tem'f€ratures of equilibration and oxygen fugacities 
Mt-Ilm Mt-Ilm Ol~px 
(Buddington (Powell & (Powell & 
& Lindsley) Powell) Powell) 
T 0 e log f0 T
0 e 1og f 0 T
0 e 
2 2 
?RVS0-3 890 -13 910 -28 997 
RPV80-6 833 -15 745 -19 1008 
RPVS0-1 7 997 
RFVS0,-21 
---
994 
?.?/80-22 998 
RPV20-AK 907 -10 1073 -.27 1009 
RPV'80-A280 1023 -10 1148 -12 
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calculated using this method vary only from 994°C to 1009°C, and do 
not correlate well with temperatures calculated using co-existing 
iron-titanium oxides. Powell and Powell (1974) reported an accuracy 
of± 30°C at one bar pressure, and pressure dependence of± 5°C per 
kilobar for this method. 
Calculated temperatures range from 833°C to 1023°C using the 
Buddington and Lindsley (1964) method; values range from 745°C to 
1148°C using the method of Powell and Powell (1977). Oxygen 
fugacities (-log f 0 ) range from 10 to 15 using the Buddington and 2 
Lindsle y (1964) curves, while values range f rom 8 to 19 using the 
Powel l and Powell (1 977) method. 
Carmichael (1967a) noted the association of temperature and 
f 0 , calculated from iron-titanium oxides co-existing with olivine 2 
in salic volcanic rocks, and the FMQ buffer. Carmi chael and 
Nicholls (1967) interpreted the association as the result of 
internal buffering of the silicate melt by the FMQ crystal - liquid 
assemblage, and related iron-enrichment trends such as that observed 
in rocks from Thingmuli to this internal buffer assemblage. The 
temperatures and oxygen fugacities for study area basalts have been 
plotted in Figure 11. Although the temperature and f 0 values 2 
calculated using the method of Buddington and Lindsley (1964) 
straddle the FMQ buffer values, those calculated using the method of 
Powell and Powell (1977) are more widely scattered; the difference 
in values is due to the different methods used in calculating the 
magnetite - ulvospinel and ilmenite - hematite end members, and to 
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Figure 11. Temperature versus f 0 calculated for samples with 2 
co-existing iron-titanium oxides and co-existing 
olivine and clinopyroxene. Filled circles indicate 
values from method of Buddington and Lindsley (1964); 
open circles indicate values from method of Powell 
and Powell (1974); filled triangles indicate values 
from method of Powell and Powell (1977). FMQ = fay-
alite - magnetite - quartz buffer curve. 
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the assumption of ideality with respect to the FeO - Fe2o3 - Ti0 2 
system incorporated in the method of Buddington and Lindsley (1964). 
Oxygen fugacities have been calculated for olivine - clinopyroxene 
temperatures by using the~ term of Nicholls (1977a) to calculate aSiOz 
at the temperature indicated by olivine - pyroxene equilibration, 
and incorporating this new aSi0
2 
value, the olivine - clinopyroxene 
temperature, and analyses of olivine and magnetite into the equation 
of the FHQ buffer. These values are also presented in Figure 11, as 
filled triangles. The values calculated using co-existing 
iron-titanium oxides define a smooth trend of decreasing f 0 with 2 
decreasing te~perature. This trend is similar to that reported by 
Carmichael (1967b) for the Thingmuli series, and that reported by 
Stout and Nicholls (1977) for the Snake River Plain lavas. The 
iron-enrichment trend of study area lavas (Figure 10), when 
considered in conjunction with this plot, indicates the importance 
of the action of the FMQ buffer assemblage during crystallization of 
these lavas. 
Origin 
Basalts in this study have been classified into tYo units on 
the basis of chemical similarities. Of these· two units, Unit 1 
basalts are considered more likely to represent a parental-type 
lava, as they have a greater amount of magnesium and lower 
differentiation indices than Unit 2 lavas. To aid in determining a 
possible liquid line of descent, variation diagrams, such as Figure 
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12, have been used to illustrate changes in chemical composition. 
The possibility of genetic relationships between the lavas in 
each unit, and between the two units has been evaluated by 
considering processes of assimilation and fractionation using whole 
rock chemical analyses, microprobe mineral analyses, and a computer 
program based on the procedures of Stormer and Nicholls (1978). 
Results of various fractionation models tested with this program are 
presented in Table 10, where phase composition and percentage of 
parent magma, fractionated phases, and assimilated phases are 
indicated. The quality of fit for models tested is expressed as the 
sum of the squares of the residuals for each oxide; residuals are 
obtained for each oxide by subtracting the calculated difference 
between parent and daughter magmas from the observed difference 
between the parent and daughter magmas. The smaller this 
sum, the better the fit, and the more likely the model. Only 
those models with a sum of squares value less than 1.0, and 
with added or subtracted phases consistent with petrographic 
observation are represented. 
The two lavas in Unit 2, RPV80-3 and RPVS0-17, are closely 
related; the main difference between the two is abundance of . 
phenocrysts und groundmass size. Table 10 shows that the 
.fractionation of olivine and magnetite, and accumulation of 
plagioclase is necessary to derive RPVS0-17 from RPVS0-3. It seems 
likely that density contrasts between the phenocryst phases and the 
melt are responsible for the differences between these two samples. 
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Table 10. ncsnlts of fractionation models t·ested 
Parent Dauqhter Added or Subtracted Phases Sum of 
Squares 
RPVR0-3 to HPVR0-1 7 + 1.03 An61 Ah36or 2 - 0.03 Fo 47 Fa 53 - 0.83 Mt 48 Usp 52 0.6576 
HPVH0-6 to nPV80-22 
- 1. 90 An 70 Ab29 or 1 - 2.00 Fo51Fa48 - 1.47 Mt28Usp72 0 .1320 
/ 
J;PV80-22 to RPVA0-13 -36.11 An62 Ab 35or 3 -12. 29 Fo68Fa31 - 4.01 MtlOO 0.0641 
-20.71 \fo 40En 4 2F'5 18 - 3.60 11
~oo 
RPVB0-6 to l1P\IB0-3 -18 .61 8 kh Plaq. - 4 .16 8 kb 01. -16.06 8 kb Pyx. 0.2226 
(high pressure) An50 Ab46 or 4 Fo5/a47 Wo28En44Fs28 
HI>V80-3 to rlPVAO-AK - 1.80 An61 Ab36or 2 - 0,89 Fo 47 Fa 52 · - 2. 20 Mt ,rnusp 52 0.5092 
HI•VB0-22 to Rl'V80-A280 
- 9.11 An62 Ab 35or 3 - 7 .86 Fo 68 Fa 31 + O. 96 MtlOO 0.8946 
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Of the Unit 1 lavas, RPV80-6 is considered most parental due to 
its high magnesium content and low differentiation index. RPV80-21 
is similar to RPV80-6. RPV80-22 may be derived from RPV80-6 by 
fractionation of phases with the composition of olivine phenocrysts, 
plagioclase phenocrysts, and groundmass magnetite of RPV80-6. 
The andesite, RPV80-13, may be derived from a lava with the 
composition of RPV80-22 by fractionation of olivine, plagioclase, 
augite, magnetite, and ilmenite. Since this model would require 
fractionation of 76 weight percent of the initial RPV80-22 magma, 
and since augite does not normally occur as a phenocryst phase in 
these lavas, it seems likely that some process other than gravity 
settling or flotation of crystal phases, such as filter pressing, is 
responsible for fractionation leading to the formation of the 
andesite. 
The altered nature of the subsurface core samples RPV80-AK and 
RPV80-A280 makes it difficult to test fractionation models for these 
samples. It is possible to derive RPV80-AK from Unit 2 sample 
RPV80-3 by fractionation of a reasonable amount of olivine, 
plagioclase, and magnetite, and to derive RPV80-A280 from Unit 1 
sample RPV80-22 by fractionation of a larger amount of olivine, 
plagioclase, and addition of magnetite. While these models are 
similar to those proposed for surface saoples, the degree of 
alteration of olivine and pyroxene in the subsurface samples 
makes the fractionation model questionable, re~ardless of low 
residuals, due to the uncertainty in chemical ~nd ~icroprobe analyses. 
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The possibility of differentiation from Unit 1 lavas to Unit 2 
lavas was investigated using a representative sample of each group 
in fractionation models. RPV80-3 and RPV80-6 were chosen as 
representative samples because they have the lowest differentiation 
indices of the samples in their respective groups. It was not 
possible to reasonably fractionate from RPV80-6 to RPV80-3 usi~g 
phases which crystallized at the quench temperature and pressure 
(near surface environment). The possibility of fractionation 
occurring at higher pressure and temperature was investigated by 
using the phases olivine, plagioclase, and clinopyroxene observed by 
Thompson (1972) in high pressure melting experiments on Snake River 
Plain basalts. Although this path does not appear reasonable at 
first, due to the lower silica content of RPV80-3, Thompson (1975) 
noted that tholeiitic andesites derived by fractional 
crystallization of olivine, plagioclase, and clinopyroxene at high 
pressure were less silica saturated than basalt used as parental 
material. As stressed by Thompson (1975), these compositions should 
not be thought of as parent and daughter, but rather as 
representatives of two related lava groups. 
Thompson (1972) stated that iron-rich lavas (typified by lavas 
from Craters of the Moon) originated by partial crystallization of 
Snake River basaltic magma at about 8 kilobars pressure (27 
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kilometers depth). Removal of this melt by filter-pressing, and the 
rise of the more crystalline fraction would lead to the eruption of 
two types of magma: a relatively unevolved basalt from the 
crystalline fraction, and the more highly evolved residuum from the 
crystallization process. 
The results of testing this fractionation model for study area 
basalts with the Unit 2 sample representing the more highly evolved 
lava with lower Sio 2 content, indicate that a similar process may 
have occurred. 
Thompson (1972) also noted that the presence of water would 
cause the residual liquid to contain more Na2o and K2o and less Cao 
than under anhydrous conditions, and proposed that the high alkali 
content of Craters of the Moon lavas may be due to small amounts of 
water present during the partial crystallization process. Unit 2 
lavas have more CaO and less Na2o and K2o than lavas from Craters of 
the Moon, while illustrating the same type of iron- and 
alkali-enrichment relative to Group 1 lavas. Thus, it seems likely 
that Unit 2 lavas evolved from a parental basalt similar to Unit 1 
sample RPV80-6 by high-pressure fractional crystallization in the 
presence of little or no water, and were subsequently separated from 
this parental basalt by some process, possibly filter pressing. 
In order to explore other possibilities for the production of 
these two lava types, the origin was evaluated in terms of partial 
melting of two hypothetical mantle compositions. Approximately 10 
percent partial melting of a pyrolite mantle (Green and Ringwood, 
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1967), and slightly more than two percent partial melting of a 
spinel lherzolite (Bacon and Carmichael, 1973) are required to 
produce a Unit 1 magma with the composition of RPV80-6. 
Approximately 6 percent partial melting of pyrolite and two percent 
partial melting of spinel lherzolite are required to produce a Unit 
2 magma with the composition of RPVS0-3. Anderson and Sammis (1970) 
noted that a system with one percent partial melting may be 
stabilized by heat transfer, further melting, and heating, so that 
no separation of magma occurs. The amount of partial melting 
necessary for the liquid to separate from the mantle may depend on 
water content, magma viscosity, and conduit geometry. Anderson and 
Sammis (1970) estimated 5 percent partial melting as a possible 
condition where the most efficient method of heat removal upwards 
becomes the transport of the liquid phase. Thus, it seems that 
pyrolite is the more likely mantle material for the production of a 
magma similar to that of RPV80-3 or RPV80-6 by partial melting. 
However, the small amount of melt generated by partial melting of 
either mantle composition to produce RPV80-3 is probably not enough 
to allow rise of the melt. 
To further evaluate the partial melting hypothesis, the 
residuum derived by removing a lava of the composition of RPV80-6 
from a pyrolite mantle was recast into a mineral assemblage of 
olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and spinel (spinel 
lherzolite) using the method of Nicholls (1977b), assuming a 
temperature of 1300°C and a pressure of 18 kb; temperature and 
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pressure were based on the model of partial melting of pyrolite 
(Green and Ringwood, 1967). Although no lherzolite nodules occur in 
these basalts, composition of the melt and a representative 
lherzolite should be in equilibrium at conditions under which 
partial melting occurs. Pressure - temperature curves representing 
equilibrium between the melt (RPV80-6) and solid phases (spinel 
lherzolite residuum) were then calculated using the procedure 
outlined by Nicholls (1977a). Five reaction curves were calculated 
for equilibration of RPV80-6 with the residual lherzolite, and with 
lherzolite and iron-rich lherzolite illustrated in the example of 
Nicholls (1977a, Figure 3). Equj_librium, represented by common 
intersections of the calculated pressure - temperature curves, was 
not indicated for any of these combinations indicating that neither 
spinel lherzolite nor pyrolite are probable source materials for 
these lavas. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The lavas in this study are of three types. Unit 1 lavas have 
lower total iron, alkalies, and titanium, and higher silica and 
mzgnesium contents that Unit 2 lavas. Unit 2 lavas are high in iron 
and alkali content, and are similar to highly evolved lavas from the 
Craters of the Moon, Idaho, but with higher titanium, magnesium, and 
aluminum content and lower alkali and iron content than . the Craters 
of the Moon lavas. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 basalts are olivine- and 
hypersthene-normative, and both groups are classified as olivine 
tholeiites. An andesite fissure eruption in the Rozel Hills is the 
only lava in the area that is not a basalt. The andesite has more 
\ 
than 15 percent quartz in the norm, and is tholeiitic. Subsurface 
core samples of basalts near the Rozel area show similarity in 
chemical and mineralogical characteristics to basalts of both units, 
but intense alteration of olivine and pyroxene in the subsurface 
samples makes an accurate classification impossible. 
Unit 1 lavas are considered less modified by differentiation 
processes than Unit 2 lavas, based on the relative abundances of 
magnesium, iron, and alkalies, but the silica content of Unit 1 
lavas is higher than that of Unit 2 lavas. Of the Unit 1 lavas, 
fractional crystallization models illustrate a possible liquid line 
of descent from RPV80-6 to RPVS0-22 to RPVS0-13, the andesite. Unit 
2 lavas, which are relatively highly evolved, may have been derived 
by fractional crystallization of a lava similar to RPV80-6 at a 
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pressure of 8 kb, with subsequent filter-pressing a possible method 
of releasing the melt from the crystal residuum. Alternatively, 
differing degrees of partial melting may produce Unit 1 and Unit 2 
lavas from the mantle, although low degrees of partial melting to 
produce Unit 2 lavas may restrict movement of the melt. Unit 2 lava 
is found along a major fault west of Black Mountain and overlying 
Unit 1 lavas in the Rozel Hills, indicating that it was erupted 
later than the Group 1 lavas, and may have been released from the 
magma chamber by fault action . 
Group 1 lava, represented by sample RPV80-6 , is assumed to be 
the parental mater i al for production of Group 2 lava by fractional 
crystallization at 8 kb pressure. Lack of equilibration between 
RPV80-6 and residuum from partial melting of a hypothetical pyrolite 
mantle composition indicates that either pyrolite is not 
representative of the mantle composition, or that the lava produced 
by partial melting of pyrolite was modified during its ascent to the 
surface, producing Unit 1 lavas. 
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